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Regular domains are constructed with maximal ideals M and N of prescribed 
height, isomorphic residue fields K(M) and K(N) and such that M n N 
contains no nonzero prime. Applications to chains of primes are given. 
In order to show the failure of a conjecture due to Kaplansky-Hochster [6, 
p. 671 there have been given examples of noetherian domains R having exactly 
two maximal ideals il4 and N, both of height > 1, and such that A4 n N contains 
no prime # (0), by McAdam [9] and Heitmann [5]. Heitmann’s examples are 
regular and contain a field K such that R/M N R/N _N K, and they satisfy 
At(M) = ht(N). From the point of view of chains of prime ideals it would be 
interesting to have examples of that type with ht(M) # At(N), (s. [16, Sect. 131). 
In this paper we give a method to construct such rings. We moreover apply 
this construction to give an answer to three open problems in the theory of 
chains of prime ideals in noetherian rings. 
Note that by [ll, II, 61 it is impossible to have an affine K-algebra without 
nonzero primes in the intersection of two primes of height > 1. So our examples 
must be rahter “big” rings. 
Our construction shall be based on the following result of Nagata [12]: 
(1) THEOREM. Let K be a Jield and let m, n E N. Then there are A, U, V, u, v 
such that the following holds: A is a regular domain, containing K, having exactly 
the maximal ideals U and V and such that: 
(i) ht(U) = m, ht( V) = TZ 
(ii) A/UNA/VEK 
(iii) The quotient field L of A is finitely generated over K. 
(iv) uEU-(CPUV), vEV-(V2UU), u-v is not algebraic 
over K. 
If m, n > 1 the rings constructed by Nagata have nonzero primes in U n V 
[l 1, p. 561. Thus in the following we give a procedure to get rings of the wished 
type from rings which are as in 23. 
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From now on let K be a field of characteristic f2. Then we have: 
(2) LEMMA. Let A be a normal K-algebra whose quotient field L is finitely 
generated over K. Let t be a unit of A which is not algebraic over K. Then for each 
w E A - (0) there is a 6 E A such that t” - 4~6 is not a square in L. 
Proof. Complete t = t, by t, ,..., ht E A to a transcendence base of L over K. 
Then the integral closure C of K[t, ,..., tJ in L is a noetherian normal ring 
contained in A and of quotient field L. Moreover t is a nonunit of C, and as t 
is a unit of A we thus find a (J E A with 4w0 E C - tC. Thus there is a prime 
divisor P of tC such that 4wa # tC, . Let v be the valuation on L induced by P 
and let 7~ E C be such that V(V) = 1. Now put 
6 = 0, if ~(4~0) is odd, 
6 = TTTTO, if v(4w0) is even. 
Then ~(4~6) is odd and 0 < v(4wa) < v(t) implies that ~(4~6) < v(4wa) + 1 < 
2V(t) = v(P). Now assume that there is a I EL with Z2 = t2 - 4wS. Then we get 
the contradiction 211(z) = ~(1~) = min{v(t2), ~(4~s)) = ~(4~6). 
Let /I, U, V, u, w be such that 23 holds. Then u - u is a unit in A. By (2) it 
thus is a map 
6.4: Un V-(O)+ A, 
which assigns to each w E U n V - (0) an element &,,A E A such that a, = 
(u - ZI)” - 4wSWA is not a square in L. As a,,, is the discriminant of fw*(X) =
X2 + (u + TI) X + (UV + wSWA) this means that fwA is irreducible in L[Xj, hence 
that fWAA[Xj is prime. 
(3) DEFINITION. Put A’ = A[xJ/(f%A); then U’ = (U, X f v) A’, V’ = 
(V, X + u) A’ are maximal ideals of A‘. Define: A, = (A’ - u’ u V’)-1 A’, 
U, = U’A,, VW = V’A,. 
Then we have the following: 
(4) LEMMA. In the above notations we have: A,, UW , VW , u, v satisfy again 
8. Moreover for any P E Spec(A) with w E P we have: 
(i) If P c U n V then there are exactly two primes lying over P zn A, , 
namely P(A,)oW n A, and P(AJvW n A,, each of them being contained in 
exactly one of the maxim& of A, . 
(ii) If P $ U n V then PA, E Spec(A,) and AWlPAW N A/P. 
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Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from 
MJIPNuw - WW)u = [~[XII(P,f,A)l(,,,,, - P[XI/(P, (X+ ~)](rr,x+d 
= vrmp, x + ~u)lw,x+v) ‘v wp>u 
and 
(p&)uw = (P, x + GJ.x+d(fw”), 
which latter shows that X zi E (PA,),W n A, - VW (resp. the analogous 
statements for V and V,). 
Note in particular that by (ii) we have U, = UA, , VW = VA,, , A,/lJ, e 
A,/V, N K. On the other hand A is regular hence satisfies the chain condition 
[13, (34.8)], which implies that Izt( U,) = m, ht(V,) = n. Thus we see that A, 
is regular, u E U, - ( VW2 U VW), z, E VW - ( VW2 U uW). Finally A, is essentially 
finite over A, thus the quotient field of it is finitely generated over K. 
From now on let K moreover be countable and let !!II _C U n V - (0) be 
a set which meets every nonzero prime of A. Then by (8, (iii)) 92 is countable 
and we therefore may assume an enumeration c, , ca ,... of it. Put wi = JJgi ci . 
Then by repeated application of the procedure described above we may define: 
(5) D EFINITION. A, = A; Ai = (A,-&, (i > O), R ==h Ac . (The con- 
struction of Ai from A,-1 is not unique, as ii depends on the map St:-1) 
(6) PROPOSITION. In the above notations we have: 
(i) R is a regular domain which has exactly the maximal ideals M = UR 
andN= VR. 
(ii) ht(M) = m, ht(N) = n. 
(iii) R/M N R/N cv K. 
(iv) M n N contains no nonzero prime. 
(v) If P E Spec(A) such that ‘9X C P c U A V, then PR E Spec(R) and 
RIPR ‘v A/P. 
(vi) K = Q, A excellent 3 R excellent. 
The proposition mainly is a consequence of 
(7) LEMMA. Let Q E Spec(R) - (0). Then there is an i,, such that for i > io 
we have: Q = (Q r\ Ac) R, R/Q N AJA, n Q, A, A Q lies in exactly one of 
the maximals of Ai . 
Proof. By our construction there is an index j such that Q n Aj # (0). 
Hence we have Q n A # (0). This means that there is a i, with wi EQ for 
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i > is. Thus by (4) (i) Q n A,+, is contained in exactly one of the two maximals 
of A,+r . So we get the result by (4) (ii). 
Now we may prove (6). By (7) it is clear that each prime of R is finitely 
generated, hence that R is noetherian. Note that (v) is clear from (4) (ii). This 
implies that J!i’ = UR and N = VR are maximals of R and that (iii) holds. 
Moreover we see that ht(n/r) < m, ht(N) < n. By (7) it is immediate that M and 
N are the only maximals of R. Let (0) = P, $ PI g ... g P, = Ii be a maximal 
chain of Spec(rZ) such that wi E PI. Then by repeated application of (4) we see 
that there is a maximal chain (0) = Q0 $ ... $Qm = M of Spec(R) lying over 
the first one. Thus we have ht(M) = m. The same argument for V shows that 
At(N) = n. So we have (i) and (ii). (iv) is clear from (7). (v) is clear by a repeated 
application of (4) (ii). As K = Q and as R is regular, we see that the formal fibres 
of R at (0) are regular. By [4, (7.8.3)] all the Ai are excellent. Thus by (7) all 
the formal fibres of R at nonzero primes are regular. Thus R is a G-ring hence 
excellent as it is semilocal [lo, (33.D)]. This shows (vi). 
(8) C OROLLARY. Let m, n E N. Then there is a regular excellent domain R, 
containing @, having exactly two maximals M and N and such that: 
(i) ht(M) = m, ht(N) = n, 
(ii) R/M N R/N N@, 
(iii) AIf n _&’ contains no nonzero prime. 
Proof. By (6) it suffices to show that A may be chosen to be excellent. Indeed 
in [12] it is seen that A, and A, are of essentially finite type over Q or a discrete 
value ring which contains @‘, which implies the excellence by [4, (7.8.3)] and 
[lo, (34.B), (33.D)]. 
Now let’s apply these results. To do this we define 
(9) DEFINITION. Let S be a commutative unitary ring. Then a pair P, Q of 
primes of S is called adjacent if P 2 Q and ht(Q/P) = 1. 
(10) DEFINITIOPi. Let S c-+ S’ be an integral extension. This extension is 
said to be going between, GB for short if adjacent pairs of Spec(S’) contract to 
adjacent ones of S. S is called a GB-rilzg if any integral extension of S is GB, 
(cf. [14, (2.1)]). 
(11) Remark. The GB-property of a ring is inherited by factors, localizations 
and integral extensions, (cf. [14, (3.1-5)]). A ring which satisfies the chain 
condition [13, p. 1221 is obviously GB. A catenary GB-ring satisfies the chain 
condition [14, (3.8)]. 
In 1937 Krull conjected that any normal ring would be GB (s. [8, p. 7551). 
Kaplansky gave a counterexample to this in 1972 [7]. On the other hand it 
still is an open problem whether the integral closure of a noetherian domain is 
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GB. This conjecture is called the GB-conjecture [16, (3.6.4)]. Iteven is conjected 
that the integral closure of a noetherian domain always satisfies the chain 
condition, a conjecture which is called the chain-conjecture [16,(13.3.2)]. These 
two conjectures gave, in particular, rise to the question whether GB and the 
second chain condition are the same. This question, in the noetherian case, is 
equivalent to the question whether GB always passes to polynomial algebras by 
Cl.5, (3.7)]. There even is a finer result concerning the equivalence of the men- 
tioned questions. To formulate it let’s give the following: 
(12) DEFINITION. A ring S is said to belong to the class &:, z$ for any 
saturated chain of Spec(S) P, $ ... $ P, with 1< n we have ht(P,/P,,) = 1. 
Note that any S belongs to %r and that ai _C &+i . Moreover S is catenary 
iff it belongs to all (& . 
Now we have by [l, (4.9)]: 
(13) PROPOSITION. Let S be a noetheriun ring. Then S[X, ,..., XJ is GB zf 
Sis GB andSEC;n+l. 
Thus to show that GB and the second chain condition are not the same, 
hence giving a negative answer to [15, (7.1.1, 2)], we only have to show that 
there are noetherian GB-rings which are not in a class & . We shall do this in 
the following. 
(14) LEMMA. Let S + T be an extension of rings uch that T is noetherian. 
Let I C T be an ideal such that T/I is jinite over S/I A S. Then s’ = S - I is a 
noetherian subriq of T such that T is Jinite over S’. 
Proof. S’ is a subring of T, and I is a common ideal of S’ and of T. As T/I is 
finite over S/I I-J S we find t, ,..., t, E T such that C tiS’ + I = T, hence 
C tJ’ + S’ = T. Thus T is finite over S’. That S’ is noetherian follows from 
[2, Th. 21. 
(15) LEMMA. Let S -+ T be an integral extension which is GB. Then we have: 
TGB 3 SGB. 
Proof. Let S+ S’ be an integral extension and let P, Q be an adjacent pair 
of Spec(S’). Then there is a common integral extension T’ of T and S’. By the 
first theorem of Cohen-Seidenberg we then find an adjacent pair P’, Q’ of 
Spec( T’) which lies over P, Q. As T is GB this pair retracts to an adjacent one of 
Spec(T): P’ n T, Q’ n T. As S -+ T is a GB extension we therefore have that 
PnS=P’nTnS,QnT==Q’nTnSisadjacent. 
Now we have 
(16) COROLLARY. Let m, n E N such that tn > n > 1. Let R, M and N be as 
in (8). 
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Then S = @ + M n N is a quasiexcellent local noetherian domain which is GB, 
belongs to On-1 but not to 6, . 
Proof. By (14) it is clear that S is noetherian and that R is a finite xtension 
of it. Therefore M n N is the radical of S, which shows that S is local. The 
excellence of R implies that S is quasiexcellent [3, (3.1)]. As R is regular it 
satisfies the chain condition, hence is GB. To show that S is a GB-ring it thus 
sufficies to show that S + R is a GB extension by (15). This is clear as 
(M n N) R C S implies a canonical bijection between the nonclosed points of 
Spec(S) and of Spec(R). From this correspondence it moreover follows that S 
belongs to Q,-, , as R is catenary. Finally let (0) = P, $ ... $ P, = N be 
maximal in Spec(R). Then by the GB-property (0) = P, n S 2 ... 6 P, n S = 
M n N is maximal in Spec(S). On the other hand ht(P, n S) = dim(R) = 
dim(S) = m > n, which shows that R $ K, . 
Thus we have: 
(17) COROLLARY. The GB-property is not inherited by polynomial algebras 
for general noetherian rings. For noetherian rings GB and the chain-condition are 
not the same. 
(18) COROLLARY. Let S be as in (16). Then S/P satis$es the chain condition for 
each P E Spec(S) - {(0)), but it is not catenavy. 
Proof. Indeed, in the above notations we find for any such P a P’ E Spec(R) 
lying over P. By (8) (iii) R/P’ is local and finite over S/P. This shows that S/P 
satisfies the chain condition, as R/P’ does [13, (34.8)]. S $ Kn shows that S is not 
catenary. 
(19) Remavk. (18) gives a negative answer to [16, (3.3.1)]. 
In [15, (7.1.3)] it is asked whether the GB-property descends for local integral 
extensions. This question is related to the descended GB-conjecture [15, (3.6.3)]: 
Let T be a noetherian local domain whose integral closure is quasilocal. Then T 
is a GB-ring. We shall give a negative answer to the first question in constructing 
an integral extension C + D of noetherian local domains which is not GB but 
such that D is GB. To do this choose m > 1 and put n = 1. Put K = @ and 
choose A’, u’, I”, u’, U’ such that they satisfy 8, and A’ moreover is excellent. 
Put A = W-lA’[X, ,..., X q], with W = A’[X, ,..., x7] - (27, X, ,..., X ) u 
(V’, Xl ,..., X,). Then A has the maximal ideals U = (U’, Xi ,..., X J A and 
V = (V’, Xl , . . . . X,) A, and it is clear, that A, U, V, u = u’, v = v’ satisfy b
with m + s resp. 1 + s instead of m resp. n, and that A moreover is excellent. 
Furthermore it is clear that P = U’A, Q = V’A are prime, ht(P) = m, ht(Q) = 1 
and P $ V, Q $ U. Now put !VI = Q n V, and construct R, M, N as it is done 
in (5). 
Put F = $ + U’ n V’. Then by (14) F is a noetherian local domain over 
which ,4’ is finite. So A is finite over E = F[X, ,..., Xd]cv,nv,,x, ,,,,, x) _ 8 
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(20) LEMMA. (i) PR, QR E Spec(R), ht(PR) = m, ht(QR) = 1. 
(ii) RIPR n QR is jkite over E. 
(iii) R is excellent. 
Proof. (i) is immediate by (6) (v). (ii) follows from R/PR n QR N R/R x 
R/Q which is implied by P $ V, Q g U, (6), (v) and the finiteness ofA over E. 
(iii) is clear from (6) (vi). 
PutnowD=@+MMN,I=PRnQRnDandC=E+I. 
Then we have 
(21) PROPOSITION. C C-+ D is a Jinite integral extension of noetherian local 
domains which is not GB. D is GB, and C and D are quasiexcellent. 
Proof. E=@+(U’n V/,X, ,..., X ) EC@ + M n N = D together with 
(20) (ii) and (14) show that C -+ D is a finite integral extension of noetherian 
rings. By (16) D is GB, local and quasiexcellent. So C is local and quasiexcellent 
by [3, (3.1)]. Th us it remains to show that the extension C ---f D is not GB. Note 
that I E Spec(C) as C/I _N E/In E N E/( U’ n V’) E, (U’ n V’) E E Spec(E). 
Moreover Q’ = QR n D and P’ = PR n D ly both over I. As R is integral 
over C we thus have ht(I) > ht(PR) = m > 1. On the other hand D is a GB- 
ring, thus ht(QR) = 1 (cf. (20)) implies that ht(P’) = 1. As P’lies over& C 4 D 
thus is not a GB-extension. 
Note. The initiation tothis research was given during a stay I had at the 
University of California at Riverside in September 1976. I want to thank to 
L. J. Ratliff Jr. for having introduced me to the subject of GB-rings as well as 
for this helpful suggestions during the preparation of this paper. Moreover I 
thank M. Andre for having encouraged my stay at Riverside, as well as to the 
“&ole Polytechnique FCderale de Lausanne” and the “Basellandschaftliche 
Kantonalbank” who made it possible by their financial support. 
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